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There is a flaw in our argument in [l] at the following points: 
p. 255, line 14: 
“Also its restriction to A(H takes values 
in H/N@ Q,(K).” 
p. 256, lines 11-12: 
“by restriction to A( + A*(H)A(K) + A(H) it 
induces a homomorphism” 
p. 257, lines 5-7: 
“Restriction of C$ to (A( + A*(H)A(K) + A(H)A’(K))lM 
gives a homomorphism” 
However, our argument carries through if we assume that 
Tor:(Hl[H, G], K/K’) = 0. 
Thus Propositions 2.2, 2.3 and 3.7 and Theorems 3.1 and 3.8 of [l] remain valid 
under the additional hypothesis that HI[H, G] or KIK’ is torsionfree. 
Similarly, Propositions 4.3 and 4.4 and Theorem 4.5 of [l] are valid under the 
additional hypothesis that HIH’ or KIK’ is torsionfree. 
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